On behalf of Pamplin faculty and staff, I extend our congratulations on the successful completion of your degree. Your hard work and Virginia Tech education and experiences have prepared you to meet present and future challenges of your career, including being a leader and managing the wide range of responsibilities you have associated with your future.

Today you are joining almost 50,000 Pamplin alumni who are providing leadership, at their workplaces and in their communities. Our graduates are also being honored and recognized for their contributions to society. I see examples of alumni successes in the news media, in my personal mail, and during travels around the country. Please stay in touch and share your successes with us.

Pamplin’s goal is to provide the best business school experience anywhere. The quality and innovation of our programs gain more recognition each year. As Pamplin continues to improve, the value of your diploma will grow.

Alumni engagement is crucial to our efforts to build a nationally renowned business program. Please consider joining other generous Pamplin alumni who provide time, ideas, and financial support to Pamplin. Working together, we can build a better future.

Roberta S. Russell, Interim Dean
Prelude and Stage Party Processional

National Anthem

Dean’s Welcome
Robert S. Russell, Interim Dean

Outstanding Senior, Class of 2023
Justin Smith, Business Information Technology and Management

H. H. Mitchell Outstanding Leadership Award, Class of 2023
Riley Brooks, Finance

Outstanding College Service Award, Class of 2023
Yasine Bensouda, Cybersecurity Management and Analytics and Management

First Honors Graduates, Class of 2023
Sharon Ahn, Business Information Technology
Jake Alley, Finance and Management
Yasine Bensouda, Cybersecurity Management and Analytics and Management
Karla Iturri, Marketing
Conor Lepore, Business Information Technology
Sapna Seth, Marketing
Justin Smith, Business Information Technology and Management

Keynote Speakers
Jake Lutz - 8:30 a.m. ceremony
Roben Dunkin - Noon ceremony

Pamplin Represented Majors
Accounting and Information Systems
Business Information Technology
Cybersecurity Management and Analytics
Entrepreneurship, Innovation & Technology Management
Finance
Financial Planning and Wealth Management
Fintech and Big Data Analytics
Hospitality & Tourism Management (Howard Feiertag Department of Hospitality & Tourism Management)
Human Resources Management
Management
Management Consulting and Analysis
Marketing Management
Real Estate (Blackwood Department of Real Estate)
Diploma Distribution

Diplomas will not be distributed at the Pamplin Commencement Ceremony on Thursday, May 11, due to the time needed to finalize grades. Diplomas will be mailed to students.

Student Speaker, 8:30 a.m. and Noon Ceremonies | Justin Smith

Justin is a senior in Pamplin pursuing dual degrees in Management Consulting and Business Information Technology with a minor in Organizational Leadership from Fairfax, Virginia. Beyond his commitment to Pamplin academics, he was involved in a range of student organizations including: Innovate LLC, Entrepreneurship Club, Consulting Group, and SEED. Last summer, he was with Deloitte as a Risk and Financial Advisory Intern in Arlington, VA. Upon graduation, Justin will be a full-time Business Analyst with McKinsey & Co. in Washington, D.C.
Jacob A. Lutz III (Jake) attended Virginia Tech, graduating in 1978 with a bachelor’s degree – with distinction – in finance from the Pamplin College of Business, where he was also inducted into Phi Kappa Phi and Beta Gamma Sigma. He then went on to the College of William and Mary, where he graduated with a Doctor of Jurisprudence in 1981.

Jake began his legal career as an attorney for the Federal Insurance Corporation (FDIC) in Washington, D.C. where he handled failed bank M&A and other resolutions nationwide. He became a partner with what is now Troutman Pepper Hamilton Sanders, LLC in 1990 serving in the firm’s Richmond office as managing partner. He led the firm’s Financial Institutions Group for 20 years, representing national banks, state banks, thrifts, credit unions, securities firms, insurance companies, and related financial services providers domestically and internationally. At present he is a retired partner at the firm.

Jake has many years of distinguished volunteer service to Virginia Tech. In addition to serving on the board of visitors for two terms (from 2000 to 2008) and as rector (from 2006 to 2008), Jake served on the board of directors for the Virginia Tech Foundation (from 2006 to 2014) and served on its Executive Committee (from 2006 to 2008), as well as the Board of Directors for the Virginia Tech Alumni Association (2014 to present). Within Pamplin, Jake is a member of the Pamplin Advisory Council (PAC) (from 2006 to present) and served as PAC president in 2019-2020. He is a member of the Dean’s Cabinet (2014 to present) and served as chair in 2020-2021. Jake is a Distinguished Benefactor member of the Ut Prosim Society, in recognition of his generous philanthropy that sustains all areas of the university, as well as a member of the Hokie Club.

Jake is a member of the Board of Directors of the William & Mary Law School Foundation and its executive committee. He also served as a council member for the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) and as chair of the Virginia Bioinformatics Institute Policy Advisory Board (from 2002 to 2006). Jake is a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation and a Fellow of the Virginia Law Foundation.
Roben Dunkin is Chief Operations and Innovation Officer at PGIM, the investment management business of Prudential Financial, Inc.

As Chief Operations and Innovation Officer, Roben plays a leadership role in defining PGIM’s innovation strategy, spearheading digital transformation and prioritizing data as an enterprise asset. She is responsible for several critical initiatives including PGIM’s central data architecture and governance, the modernization of cross-business digital tools and capabilities, deploying robotics and automation, and enhancing cost efficiency and risk controls.

Roben joined PGIM in 2019 from Credit Suisse, where she spent over 11 years, most recently as the Global Head of Trade Validation, Client Asset Protection and Derivatives Clearing Technology. Previous roles at Credit Suisse included Head of Technology for Credit Suisse USA Holdings, Inc., Head of North America IT, Head of EMEA IT and Global Head of Client Technology. Prior to that, Roben was the Global Head of Sales and Investment Banking Technology at Lehman Brothers.

Roben received a Bachelor of Science in International Studies from Manhattan College. She is a member of the Management Advisory Board of Virginia Tech Pamplin School of Business, Women’s Bond Club, SIFMA Board, and the IIB Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Protection Working Group. Dunkin was recognized as a Champion for Women at the 2015 Women in Banking and Finance Awards.
**Accounting and Information Systems**

**Airey, Liam Mckenzie**  
Allen, Mitchell Roy  
Alvarez, Nolan Kristopher  
Anderson-Johnson, Jesse Graham  
*Badalamenti, Joseph Daniel**  
Barron, Katelyn Nicole  
Blacka, Savannah Rae  
Boim, Justin David  
*Brinson, Caleb Davis**  
Britten, Elizabeth Keilani  
*Brown, Hannah Rayann**  
*Bryant, Jessica Grace***  
*Buckwalter, John Michael***  
Burdge, Jeffrey Daniels  
*Burnette, Jamie Christopher**  
Butler, Isaiah Anthony  
*Chavez Alvarez, Ariel Santana***  
*Chenault, Christopher Patrick***  
§Chitty, Evelyn Elizabeth***  
Chodorov, Patrick Samuel  
Christensen, Sidney Faye***  
*Cohn, Rebecca Leigh***  
*Conti, Zackary Paul***  
Crabtree, Austin David  
*Cromer, Jacob Randolph***  
*Custer, Rachel Adrienne***  
*Dayton, Alida Hart***  
Deller, Mitchell Steven  
Du, Shiyu  
Duckworth, Jacob Richard  
*Eachus, Elizabeth Bell**  
Eavers, Isabella Carr  
Eubank, Caleb Miles  
*Farzayee, Mariam**  
*Fish, Evan Anthony**  
*Fitzpatrick, Emily Suzanne**  
Fletchall, Brendan Michael  
Gallagher, Hans Thomas  
*Gnatowski, Caroline Anne**  
Gonzalez, Veronica Paola  
Gracyalny, Nick Peyton  
Graham, Jake Nathan  
Greenberg, Lillian Eleanor  
Gullapalli, Sahil  
*Hallard, Amanda Loraine**  
*Hardison, BriAnna Lynn**  
Heaton, Caroline Grace  
*Henderson, Robert Joseph**  
*Hobs, Scott Hiroya***  
*Horton, Kaitlin Colleen***  
*Hurley, Tucker Kipling**  
Hylton, Trey Matthew  
*Jenkins, Allison Rae**  
Jimenez, Nicolas Antonio  
Jones, Archer William  
Kaldes, Dillon Christian  
Keech, Cole Allan  
Keegan, Conor William  
Kim, Joshua Joonsik  
Kim, Minchae  
Knapper, Nathaniel Stephen  
Kondrasuk, Elena Elizabeth  
*Konecny, Ryan James***  
Leitch, Bailee Shea  
**Logan, Andrea Reagan**  
*Luellen, Colin Andrew**  
*Lux, Grace Olivia***  
*Lynch, Lauren Nicole***  
*Manoff, Philip Blake**  
*Marsh, Lauren Anne*  
*Marting, Nicole Alyce**  
McComb, Connor Patrick  
Meade, Autumn Lane  
*Meier, Morgan Ann**  
Molas, Michael Wilson  
Nardo, Austin Gregory  
Needles, Ryan Nicolas  
*Nicholson, Jenna Lynn***  
*O’Day, Sean Thomas**  
*O’Keefe, Gabrielle Elise**  
*Papillo, Paul Anthony**  
Pastirik, Ryan Michael  
*Pate, Aleksandra Kylie***  
*Patel, Pooja Pradeepkuma**  
Purrington, Christopher Ashton  
**Rackoski, Sarah Elizabeth**  
Robertson, Dylan Andrew  
Stanley, Joyce Emmanuel  
Swecker, Kelly Brigid  
Szilagyi, Steven Andrew  
Taylor, Jamison Wade  
Thompson, Colby Myles  
*Toth, Andrew Wade***  
*Tundo, Daniell Angelina***  
*Umbaugh, Jacob Edward***  
*Upperman, Jack Charles**  
*Verma, Sanya**  
Viza-Fernandez, Raul Rafael  
Wagstaff, James Patrick Tully  
Wang, Xinyue  
Waran, Jackson Lowery  
**Wardlow, Ryan Patrick**  
Washburn, Jarrett Robert  
*Wertz, John Michael Jr.*  
*Wilson, Kari Paige**  
Wittenberg, Brandon Marc  
***Wood, Thaddeus William Rodger***  
***Yao, Ziyun**  
Zechman, Robert Sean

*Students marked confidential are not included in program*
Business Information Technology

Abdelsalam, Amir
*Abdullah, Farsheed Moin
Abraham, Donovan Ryan
**Adhikari, Aniket Sachin
**Ahmad, Assad
*Ahmed, Rana Khalid
***Ahn, Sharon Sunook
*Ahrens, Brandon Phillip
*Alcorta, Justin Matthew
Alexander, Kenneth Cooper II
Ali, Bilal Syed
Angeli, Dominic Lorenzo
**Ansari, Cyrus Keon
**Aougab, Omar
*Aquinde Calero, Sorina Tam
*Archer, Arielle Ivy
*Arnholt, Jared Thomas
**Augustin, Isaiah Brown
Babu, Abey Simon
Baek, Williams Minwoo
Bajwa, Muskan
Bangura, Marian Mbali
**Barilka, Zachary Mark
**Barnes, Lindsay Anastasia
**Barr, Ethan Scott
Barua, Diba
**Beal, Robert William
Becker, Travis Walter
*Beekman, Matthew Craig
Bell, Maelyn Marie
*Bennett, Kevin James
Bhardwaj, Shourya
Bhatnagar, Ipshita
**Bickford, Benjamin Austin
Blair, Alexis States
Blumberg, Ryan Zachary
Borromeo, Sean Gabriel
*Broderick, Caroline Gray
**Bryant, Jacob Alexander
**Bugge, Joseph Michael
***Burke, Shane Kevin
***$Burr, Eva Hope
**Cajayon, Patrick Hernandez
Calloway, D’Arrin Lyndell
Cannon, Matthias Nehemiah
***Cao, Long Phi
**Cardona, Giselle Elizabeth
*Carlson, Cameron Henry
Carter, Zachary John
Chandler, Jacob William
Chang, Sue Jin Mary
Chaudhary, Nomair Nadeem
**Chelena, Lauren Marie
***Cheng, Kevin
***Chin, Sabrina Yee
Chin, Kevin Tianyol
Chu, Alexander Nguyen
Coates, Hayden Alexander
**Collins, Chase Michael
***Collins, Emily Ann
*Cook, Ethan Bailey
Costain, Harlan Melville
Cowan, Ryan Barclay
**Creed, Seth Thomas
*Crenshaw, Hastings Marie
Cyrus, Neil Stanley
***Dahiya, Gahan
**Daniels, Benjamin Michael
***Das, Uchhas
**Davis, Rachel Marie
***De Feo, Nicholas Robert
*De Santis, Marissa Lynne
*DeAbreu, Gabrielle Alexis
*DeLange, Grace Kimball
**Dell’Anno, Lucas Paolo
*Denning, Sullivan James
Desman, Noah Harrison
Dey, Anushka
***Dhanjal, Amrit Kaur
Do, Collin Tri
*Domingo, Ronna Kayla Darantinao
*Donahue, Clay Woodfin
Dotson, Andrew Nicholas
Dowdy, Ryan Patrick
**Downer, Landon John Brooks
**DuBois, John Thomas
Duffy, Adam Shaw
Dwyer, Joseph Tolson
***Eichenlaub, Mychal Vladimir
*Elkins, Luke Talbert
***Ennaoulssi, Shams Leena
**Erwin, Craig Newman
Eshet, Selamawit Tilahun
*Eyob, Yaphet Jonas
***Fang, Rui
*Fann, Brandon William
Fansa, Bashir
Fike, Graham Miano
Fisher, Lauren Avery
Fisher, Lindsey Keegan
Fong, Virginia
*Fowler, Samantha Simoncini
Francis, Nicolas Michael
*Freeman, Robert Austin
**Gangsei, Sven Christian
**Garner, Jason Paul
**Garren, Vance David
***Gatamaneni, Aashish
*Geisler, Heather Louise
**George, Aaron Thomas
**Gessner, Nicholas Martin
*Ghusn, Sami Abdallah

*Students marked confidential are not included in program
* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  ***Summa Cum Laude  Co-op  $ Honors Laureate  ‡ Honors Discovery Scholar
Glasgow, Michael McEntire
***Goldfarb, Elizabeth Lynne
Gomez, Axel German Millon
*Grace, Gregory Peter Jr.
***Grandi, Caterina Maria
Grooten, Josiah James
*Gundavajhala, Priya
*Gunn, Jaden Thomas
*Gurevich, Alissa Gabriella
Guyer, Maxwell Joseph
**Haberland, Dillon Cruz
Hahn, Christopher Pearce
***Han, Sara
Harmon, Sebastian Stefan
***Haselby, Jack Graham
*Hassan, Muneeb
Hausser, Benton William
Hembrey, Meng Sha
*Hepler, Cole Joseph
***Herbold, Olivia Marie
*Hernandez-Cardona, Rocio Esmeralda
**Hildyard, William Reed
*Hodges, Matthew Noah
Hodges, Demetri Constantine
Hoffman, Quinn Thomas
*Holcomb, Kayla Ann
**Hong, Austin Yoon Ki
**Hopkins, Chase Riley
**Hossain, Samir
*$Hubbard, Joshua Michael
**Hubbard, Trent Michael
*Hurley, Christopher John
Huynh, Vi-Dan Ngoc
Hyland, Jared William
*Hyun, Byungil
*Im, Jinah J.
***Isley, Olivia Miller
*Ivanovic, Alexandra
**Jackson, Gavin Patrick
Jackson, Trevor Edward
Jhuria, Bhavya
**Jiang, Qi
*Kak, Karisma R.
Kakavitsas, William Nikolaos
Kalangi, Noel Raj
**Kane, Kora Renee
*Kang, Joseph Hyun
*Kantiattu, Abhay Unni
Kanson, Sylvanus
*Kasoff, Joshua William
Kellenberger, Andrew Hall
*Kennard, Sierra Denise
**Kennedy, Brian Arthur
Kerber, Jakob Karl
*Kettner, Cade Daniel
*Khan, Zaria Karim
*Khan, Hadi
*Khan-Rafii, Tarik Alexander
Kidd, Nicholas Matthew
**Kim, Daniel Jean
***Kim, John Matthew
Kim, Brian Minsuh
*Kosnic, Tanner John
Kritsky, Kullen Arn
***Kyte, Richard Perrine
*LaMorte, John Marshall
***Lang, Eric Ashby
Larkin, Dean Patrick
**Le, Kathryn Hong-Anh
***Le, Nathan Toan Dinh-Nguyen
Lebamu, Feven
**LeBoeuf, Claudia Ciara
*Lee, Amanda Wai-Ling
*Lee, Nicholas Zhenyang
**Lee, Ryan Glenn
***Lee, Da Eun
Lee, Matthew Seunghyun
**Lemon, Matthew Donald
***Lepore, Conor Jude
Lewellen, Kristen Lynn
Leyva, Christian
Li, Eric Spencer
**Lieu, Kevin Ho
**Liskey, Kaitlyn Virginia
*Liu, Lilian Yingqi
Liu, Bryan Ying Long
*Lively, Terry Robert
**Lu, Nicholas Triet-Nam
**Luff, Carly Elizabeth
*Lusson, Zachary Matthew
Madden, Sepand
Mainali, Vasubandhu
**Malone, Jason Carter
*Martin, Thomas William
*Masak, Andrew David
**Matthews, Colton James
Matthews, Gokcen
Matute, Sebastian Alejandro
McFarlane, Malley Elizabeth
McGinn, Caleb Andrew
Mcgowan, Samuel David
*Mengesha, Hailu
*Messuro, Nicholas Michael
*Mizia, Jason Michael
Mohamed, Fatima
Mohamed Ali, Yousif Elhussain
***Mokel, Hamza Haroon
Montemuro, Ethan Mitchell
Moore, Cameron Hansen
Morris, William Gregory
Morse, Sydney Rachel
**Moses, Anthony Jordan
*Mostofsky, Harrison Cole
Moughrabi, Joseph Andrew

*Students marked confidential are not included in program
**Mpanya, Ejiba James  
*Mun, Christina Soojung  
*Murphy, Max Luthra  
***Mylaravuru, Aditya Sastry  
Nawthale, Om Kavibhusan  
Ndandu, Gloria Mutangu  
**Nedelcu, Ioana Cristina  
*Nguyen, Angela Thanh  
*Nguyen, Nicolas Ethan  
**Nguyen, Virginia  
Nguyen, Justin Duc-Huy  
Nguyen, Monica Truc-Mai  
*Nolan, Matthew Christopher  
*Nolen, Lindsey Rae  
*Norris, Alyssa Caroline  
Nour, Omar Yusif  
O’Daniel, Glenn Michael  
Okantey, Enoch Sabih  
Oke, Tucker Chase  
***Oleyar, Jackson Fitzgerald  
Osborne, Lauren Elizabeth  
*Owen, Wyatt Lee  
Pachhai, Prerana  
Padala, Joshita Reddy  
Pak, Alex Simyun  
Palumbo, Thomas Arthur  
*Panagoulas, Benjamin Lee  
*Park, Joanna Jeesoo  
*Park, Kara Mihyun  
*Park, Kevin Sun  
***Patel, Meet Hemendra  
Patel, Kevin Manish  
Peeva, Hristina Evgenieva  
*Perez, Alexis Manuel  
*Perkins, Benjamin Kang  
**Phillips, Elizabeth Britton  
***Phillips, Tyler Presley  
Phomsouvanh, Thomas Wai  
Piracha, Mouaz  
Pompilio, William Patton  
Prager, Ethan Thomas  
Prakash, Varun  
**Pyle, Evan Christopher  
**Raheja, Samprreet Singh  
Rahman, Zuhair Akhtab  
Rankin, Benjamin Collins  
**Reach, Benjamin Sereyratanak  
**Reed, Andrew Vincent  
'Reed, Heana Hwa  
*Richards, John Willis  
**Rinaldi, Benjamin Anthony  
*Roche, Devin Francis  
**Rubens, Laurel Anne  
Rupakheti, Utsav  
Russell, Spencer Joseph  
**Sabatella, Matthew Nicholas  
Saddy, Aman Deep  
**Salazar, Rebecca Pedroso  
Saleem, Rehan  
Samniego, Anthony Allen  
*Schepp, Dylan Cole  
Schlatter, Samuel Huntington  
Schneider, Todd Alan  
Schriber, Maxwell Joseph  
**Sedor, Luke Joseph  
Selimovic, Nersela  
***Sharma, Saransh  
Sherif, Reade Mohammed  
Sherman, Ryan Michael  
Shirey, Samuel Carsten  
*Shpitchuk, Anna Volodymyrivna  
*Sierra, Payton Tracey  
**Silvis, Lauren Tracey  
*Singh, Amee Pal  
Sivaslian, Armen Robert  
**Sloane, Kamryn Alexandra  
Slusher, Jake William  
*Smith, Caitlin Grace  
***Smith, Justin Tyler  
Smith, Connor James  
Sonnenfeld, Jake Dylan  
Sowers, Alexander James  
*Sprague, Elaina Cruz  
Staiger, Elise Kathryn  
**Starace, Jordan Naomi  
**Starr, Daniel James  
Stenzel, Kyle Robert  
***Stewart, Abby Marie  
***Stiehl, Shane Richard  
***Strickland, Richard Heath  
*Strmiska, Jordan Gregory  
*Suleiman, Sammy Ramiee  
*Syben-Moscicki, Maximilian Louis  
Tabassum, Nazia  
*Tait, Connor Anthony  
**Talaksi, Nadia  
Tamburo, Nicholas Joseph  
Taye, Michias Michias  
***Tellis, Alexander David  
Tennille, Ryan Everett  
Tesema, Caleb Estifanos  
Tesfaye, Teferi Shimelis  
**Thomas, Matthew Paul  
**Thomas, Sarah Michelle  
**Thomas, Sean Fitzgerald  
Thomas, Armond  
**Thompson, Grant Evan  
**Tousignant, Nicole Renee  
**Tran, Amy  
Tran, Thu-Ha Bui  
Trent, Nolan Randall  
***Tribble, John Albers  
Trottallii, Rachel Victoria  
Ugalde, Hope Angela  

*Students marked confidential are not included in program
Cum Laude
Velagapudi, Eswar
*Velez, Alyssa Brianna
**Verma, Sanya
**Vo, Anthony Thien
**Vo, Phuongvi Nguyen
*Vu, Lewis Thien-Long
*Vuong, Mansheng Allen
***Wadhwa, Jacob Cole
Wallace, Benjamin Lee
***Wang, Hui
Wells, Benjamin Park
**Williams, Christian Constantine
*Wilson, Jack Tyler
**Wilson, Frederick Dawson
*† Wirsh, Adriana Camille
*Witcher, Alexander James
Woldeghiorgis, Faniel
*Wu, Nuojie
Wu, Jonathan Paul
Wu, Annie Lee
Yacavonis, Benjamin Timothy
Yared, John
Yasin, Ibrahim Mohamed
Yee, Ethan David
**Yousafzai, Ali
Zamora, Stephanie Regine
Zegada, Adrian Rodrigo Sr.
**Zhai, Emily
Zhang, Andrew Jihong
*Zhu, Charlton Raymond

***Umbaugh, Jacob Edward
***Varela, Eswar
*Velez, Alyssa Brianna
**Verma, Sanya
**Vo, Anthony Thien
**Vo, Phuongvi Nguyen
*Vu, Lewis Thien-Long
*Vuong, Mansheng Allen
***Wadhwa, Jacob Cole
Wallace, Benjamin Lee
***Wang, Hui
Wells, Benjamin Park
**Williams, Christian Constantine
*Wilson, Jack Tyler
**Wilson, Frederick Dawson
*† Wirsh, Adriana Camille
*Witcher, Alexander James
Woldeghiorgis, Faniel
*Wu, Nuojie
Wu, Jonathan Paul
Wu, Annie Lee
Yacavonis, Benjamin Timothy
Yared, John
Yasin, Ibrahim Mohamed
Yee, Ethan David
**Yousafzai, Ali
Zamora, Stephanie Regine
Zegada, Adrian Rodrigo Sr.
**Zhai, Emily
Zhang, Andrew Jihong
*Zhu, Charlton Raymond

Cybersecurity Management and Analytics
Ahmed, Omar Habib
Anakor, Chinyelu Elizabeth
Baig, Ali
**Balsabramanian, Nitya
Baouna, Myla Sarah
***Bensouda, Yasine
Christman, Ryan Jacob
**Chun, Daniel Eliah Hyun
Cooke, Drew Michael
Dill, Mia Nicole
**Ferguson, Sophia Naomi
*Frank, Caitlin Ann
**Gonuguntla, Sneha
**Gorijala, Rahul
*Hernandez-Korevaar, Jason Anthony
*Ishrat, Yusera
**Keith, Leah Jadyn
Kellenberger, Andrew Hall
*Lewis, Kyle Thomas
***Maloney, Keely Kathleen
**Mazari, Cindy
Monroy, Anahi
**Mooan, Salomee Pari
Porter, Joshua Lamont
Sapre, Anisha Dinesh
**Tefera, Elisabeth Tesfaye
***Thadeus, Thomas Noah
Thompson, Elena Kingsley
*Viscuso, Nicholas Patrick

Entrepreneurship, Innovation & Technology Management
Duncan, Mason Graham
**Hurlebaus, Calum Richard
Knowles, Caitlin Bree
Knowles, Elizabeth Tyler
*Moskal, William Cabell
Williams, Sonnia Vida

Finance
Adu-Gyampfi, Panyin Yaw Boakye
Ahmed, Taimoor
**Airey, Liam Mckenzie
Alderman, Andrew Thomas
Aldridge, Hagan James
*Alfano, Christopher David
***Alley, Jake Michael
Alpern, Lia Weld
Amanuel, Philemon Assefa
**Anderson, Isabel Joan Wells
Andrews, Payton Quinn
**Ansari, Cyrus Keon
Applegate, Mark Joseph
Applegate, Matt James
Archer, Wynston Rose
Azzouz, Matthew Justin
Bane, Cameron William
*Barker, Grayson Nielsen
Baronia, David Barkev
Baruch, Jack Reed
Baucom, William Alexander
Beck, William Blanton
***Beisser, Eli Grayson
Bernstein, Victor Michael
Bernstine, Ryan Craig
*Berry, David Alwin
Borghi, Elise Josephine
Botta, Thomas Michael
**Boyd, Victoria Elizabeth
Boyle, Sarah Frances
Bracken, Torrey Jude Jr.
Breen, Connor Bradley
Briley, Abram Jeremiah
Brockwell, Jackson Todd
Brockwell, Andrew Payne
**Brooks, Riley John
Brooks, Aaron Vaughn
Brooks, Bryce Montgomery
*Broo, Jenna Mackenzie
**Brown, Hannah Rayann
Brown, Brandon Michael

* Students marked confidential are not included in program
** Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  ***Summa Cum Laude  † Co-op  $ Honors Laureate   onDataChange Report: 1818/875
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*Students marked confidential are not included in program

Bryan, Thomas Gregory
Bryan, Timothy Thayer
Bulcha, Caleb Mulugeta
*Bullen, Nicholas Reese
**Burling, Dylan Marshall
***Burnette, Jamie Christopher
Caiafa, Patrick Mario
Campbell, Colin Jeffrey
Canada, Sean Warwick
Canary, Nicholas Gunner
***Canestra, Kyle Dominic
**Cao, Zhenhang
**Chen, Erica Lin
Ciraco, Daniel Richard
Conner, Mason Lyle
*Cook, Ethan Bailey
Cooper, James Edward
Courtney, Allison Noel
Crane, Matthew Christopher
Crater, Harper Isabelle
**Crytzer, Luke Robert
*Cullen, Kenneth Marshall
Cutlip, Christopher James
Davies, Jackson Wayne
**Davis, Ryan Nicklaus
DeFelippis, Michael Thomas
DeFronzo, Dylan Matthew
***DeJonghe, Lindsey Rose
Delmonte, Timothy John
*Do, The Bach
*Dorociak, Michael John
*Dougherty, Rachel Laine
**$Douglas, Amber Renee
**Dogu, Harry Clinton
**$Dutton, Christopher Woodland
Duvall, Nicholas Matthew
***Ellison, Drew Eryn
Everhart, Ethan John
*Fan, Aaron Ziann
Farmelo, Grace Elizabeth
**Ferris, Scott Daniel
Fix, Virginia Leigh
*Flemming, Ethan Samuel
Fletcher, Connor Shaughnessy
Foran, Garrett Alexander
Foster, Kayla Marie
Fox, Emma Rae
*Fraasa, Graham Reed
Fraleigh, Robert Andrew
***France, Jackson Thomas
Fulton, Avery Jett
Gemignani, Ryan Matthew
*Gnatowski, Caroline Anne
Gokhale, Eshan Sachin
Guillen, Emanuel Todd
Gullapalli, Sahil
Haglund, Kody Eric
Hanken, Shane David
Harlow, Brandon Eric
Harris, James Robert
**Hawley, Brianna Faith
Haynes, Cameron Blake
Heinz, William Henry
Hembrey, Meng Sha
*Henneke, Samuel Christian
**Hickman, Bryce Krishan
*Higdon, Matthew Smith
Holder, Grant Albert
***Horton, Kaitlin Colleen
**Hubbard, Joshua Michael
Humphries, Nathan Andrew
**Hurley, Tucker Kipling
Huynh, Christopher Hieu
Inchakal, Andrew Jefferson
Ingles, Lucia Abigail
*Island, Jack Harrington
***Isley, Olivia Miller
Jackson, Lavery Cole
***Jain, Abir
Jimenez, Nicolas Antonio
Johnson, Ethan Reid
Johnson, Michael Reid
Jones, Caroline Grace
Jordan, Trevor Karl
**$Kang, Hoi Ying
Kappeler, Chase Virginia
Kasch, Kevin William
Keegan, Conor William
Keena, Brianna Michelle
Khan, Imranul Hoque
Kim, Kyle Taewoo
**King, Daniel Ryan
**Kitila, Firankore Esayas
Knaack, Zane Gavin
Knierbein, Nicholas Joseph
*Kohl, Aidan James
**Kostulas, Nolan James
**M$Kumar, Arul
Kwon, Minjae
*Lambert, Ryan Anthony
***Lamontagne, Quinn Cole
*Lapini, Emma Maria
**Lavery, Haden Elaine
Leggett, Robert Thomas
Little, Austin Gregory
Loesch, John William
Lucia, Andrew Mark
***Lynch, Lauren Nicole
***Maida, Emily Michele
/Main, Benjamin Edward
*Maloney, Joseph Seamus
Malzone, Michael Angelo
Manoff, Philip Blake

*Cum Laude  **Magna Cum Laude  ***Summa Cum Laude  †Co-op  $Honors Laureate  §Honors Discovery Scholar

*Students marked confidential are not included in program
Matheny, Tyler Boyd  
* Mazzari, Cindy  
McComb, Connor Patrick  
** McEvoy, Colin Patrick  
McGovern, Aidan James  
* McKinney, Kevin Michael  
* McRacken, Robert Patrick  
*** Melton, Sophie Lynn  
Millner, Matthew J.  
Mills, Ethan Thomas  
* Milroy, Thomas Parker  
Mo, Chenghui  
Moncure, Mitchell Scott  
Moody, Autumn Louise  
Morrill, Adam Michael  
Morris, William Tucker  
* Motevali, Rod  
Murray, Brendan Michael  
Nawthale, Om Kabibhushan  
Needles, Ryan Nicolas  
* Nguyen, Justin  
*** Nicholson, Jenna Lynn  
* Nygaard, Max Conrad  
** O’Connor, Kathryn Lee  
O’Donnell, Connor Patrick  
Onesti, Ernest Tyler  
* Otwell, Jackson Murphy  
Pan, Jiayao  
Panzino, Nash Brandon  
** Papillo, Paul Anthony  
Parker, Christopher Damron  
** Patel, Kethan Bipin  
** Peng, Shihao  
Petersen, Michael Christian Anthony  
Pham, Ngan Thao  
Phillips, John Ainsley  
** Phrampus, Justin Paul  
* Plaster, Ripley Garrett  
Plichta, Gabriel John  
Pomykata, Grayson Barrett  
Powers, James  
Puma, Anthony William  
***$ Quinlan, Samuel Philip  
***$ Racksoski, Sarah Elizabeth  
Radomsky, Samuel Wynn  
Rahman, Arianna Amber  
** Ransing, Lauren Elizabeth  
Reilly, William Thomas  
** Ricci, Claudia Ann  
Rider, Joanna Lee  
Riley, Noah Andrew  
** Roach, Madison Leigh  
Robertson, Ethan Wells  
* Rolsing, Robert Philip  
* Ross, Molly Elizabeth  
*** Royal, Christopher Duane  
Ruddo, Chloe Elizabeth  
Russell, John Richard  
Sage, Heidi Leigh  
Saia, Nicholas Matthew  
* Sannikov, Konstantin Raymond  
Sarang, Simar S.  
** Sawyer, Christopher Scott  
*** Schenk, Duncan Matthew  
Setash, Charles Martin  
* Shickell, Jack William Stephen  
*** Shifflett, Corinne Alexandra  
*** Sicher, Christopher Ryan  
Sides, Justin Thomas  
* Sisino, Austin Layne  
Siu, Nathaniel Grayson  
** Smith, Sarah Elizabeth  
Solano, Thomas Wain  
Somerville, Jared Brewer  
* Soriano, Joaquin Felix  
Sovero, Cole Patrick  
Spillane, Connor Jerome  
Stack, William John  
Stambaugh, Matthew Clay  
Stergue, Tanner Leif  
Stevens, Michael Andrew  
** Stone, Justin Ty  
Stovall, Jordan Brennan  
* Sullivan, Jeffrey Andrew  
** Swaringen, Austin Provow  
Swift, Kyle Joseph  
*** Tatineni, Srikar Sai  
** Taylor, Michael Magee Jr.  
Thompson, Matthew Roy  
Tierney, Devon Vannara  
** Tolan, Keeghan Edward  
** Towle, George Jacob  
* Tracy, William John IV  
Tucker, Kamryn Brooke  
Tunnell, Bergen Paul  
Turner, Arianna Sue  
** Valle, Joseph Brian  
* Van Leliveld, Brayden Nicholaas  
Vasques, Araceli Ramirez  
Venie, David Chipman  
* Viani, Michael Henry  
Vill, David Andrew Jr.  
Vorel, Gregory Bauman  
Waddle, Grayson Robert  
Wall, Carson Hill  
Walls, Daniel Alan  
* Wang, Yutianxin  
*** † Warner, Blake Thomas  
Watkins, Tyler Alexander  
Weaverling, James Joseph  
* Welsch, Ryan Michael  
* Wiede, Elizabeth Nicole  
Williamson, Alex Gardner  
Willson, Matthew Alan
Wilson, Jared Robert  
***Wrenn, Jack Tanner  
Wunderlich, Megan Moretti  
***Wynkoop, Sara Anne  
*Xu, Jiacheng  
Yan, Yuheng  
Yang, Fengqi  
***Yao, Ziyun  
Yu, Alexis Marie  
Zechman, Robert Sean  
**Zhang, Yaxin  
Zimmerman, Adam Daniel  
**Zwirschitz, Abby Michelle  

**Financial Planning and Wealth Management**

Bailey, Tyler Andrew  
*Bodiak, Peyton Diane  
Bruce, Claudia Elinor  
Doherty, Aidan Francis  
*Eby, Emma Louise  
Harper, Tyler Hapgood  
Hempstead, James Douglas Jr.  
Kirlin, Kevin James Sr.  
Leonard, Bradd Luke  
**Muldoon, Madeleine Rose  
**Snuggs, Matthew McLeod  
Vandemeulebroecke, Nathan James  
***Wynkoop, Sara Anne  

**FinTech and Big Data Analytics**

**Blanco-Alcala, Mario Nicolas  
O'Brien, Katherine Rose  
***Stone, Wes Ian  
*Xiao, Dawson Martin  

**Hospitality & Tourism Management**

Alexander, Kenneth Cooper II  
Bai, Haowen  
*Bedzala, Kellum Emory  
Bledsoe, Derek Eugene  
***Burden, Campbell Douglas  
Clark, Christina Jeanaye  
**Clemons, Rachel Marie  
Coleman, Jonathan Lowery  
Commons, Korynn Mallory  
Cousins, David Tomas  
*Davis, Emma Nicole  
Desimini, Anthony Joseph  
**Eldridge, Caroline Page  
**Fu, Zhe  
Gemmill, Madison Elizabeth  
**Gentiluomo, Anna Lena  
Haymore, Taylor Lauren  
Hertig, Madison Grace  

*Hooper, Hannah Lane  
*Hutton, Miles Xavier  
Jackson, Luke Thurston  
*Kelley, Aislynn Joy  
**Kim, Stephanie Hae-ok  
Kohl, Emily Nicoleta  
Lowell, Anna Mackenzie  
Mann, Madison Marie  
McDaniel, Margaret Lee  
Miller, Anna Marie  
*Moore, Rachel Carrington  
Mosher, Caroline Margaret  
*Nicely, Allison Corry  
Owens, Kendal Pearl  
Piercy, Nicole Suzanne  
**Reuss, Lauren Dawn  
**Rocca, Julia Rose  
Rocchiccioli, Annika Grace  
Scanzera, Luke Christopher  
***Webster, Teagan Katherine  
**Zheng, Vivian Y.  
**Zinzuwadia, Parisha  

**Human Resources Management**

Band, Camryn Danielle  
***Gimbert, Robin Marie  
Lowe, Lauren Catherine  
Villarroel, Angeni Michele  

**Management**

Aboulhosn, Brooklyn Paige  
Ahmed, Heidi S.  
***Alley, Jake Michael  
**Anderson, Kennedy Cartwright  
Anwyll, Mark Thomas  
Arapoff, Nathan Christopher  
***Bailey, Nicole Elizabeth  
Baker, Joshua Thomas  
Bartee, Brady Grace  
Battles, Ryan Alexander  
Bell, Maelyn Marie  
***Bensouda, Yasine  
*Bhattarai, Kriti  
Booker, Devon Terrell  
*Boone, Baylor Alexander  
Bosley, Steven Richard  
*Branin, Sean Casey  
Breen, Connor Bradley  
**Campbell, Ashley Nicole  
***Casamento, Emily Theresa  
Casey, Alyson Grace  
Cianciulli, Paige Elyse  
Clark, Noah Jackson  
**Clinton, Dylan Christopher  
***Colgan, Grant Joseph  
**Conlan, Michael Thomas  

*Students marked confidential are not included in program
*Connor, Emily Kay
courtney, Allison Noel
crane, Lauren Elizabeth
cypher, Samuel Christian
*daniels, Summer Rose
daniels, Greysen Scott
d’artilio, Whitney Paige
david, Mark Soren
davis, Jacob Eric
de feo, Nicholas Robert
dearie, Jack Thomas
duncan, Matthew Edward
dunkerley, Jack Alexander
dunkin, Christopher Guy
Durden, Craig Bernard
Dusenbury, Conner Van
*earle, Sarah Kathryn
eck, Soren Lee Dylan
**Ellison, Drew Eryn
Emon, Toufiq Ahmed
espinal, Emily Maria
estieves, Alexander
Evans, Morgan Renee
farmelo, Grace Elizabeth
**Fasold, Sabrina Mae
***Febles, Samantha Amelia
Felder, Deonte Jarron
*fentress, Casey Bryanne
Firebaugh, Cameron Montgomery
***Fox, Lauren Ann
Fu, Zixuan
**Gangsei, Sven Christian
**Garren, Vance David
***Gelosi, Victoria Jacqueline
Glaze, Patrick Russell
Glenn, Carter Davis
*Green, Allison Morgan
Greezicki, Ryan Andrew
Gyimesi, Matthew David
Hammond, Bailey Grace
*Heister, Calista Danielle
*Henley, Devin Wayne
Hess, Kayla Rose
*hogan, Therese Sinead
Holesa, Nicholas Steven
*holt, Morgan Arielle
Hough, Tanner Elliott
**howell, Genevieve Grace
*jackson, Sarah Pauline
Johannsen, Matthew Marc
johnson, Robert Hiram
***Jones, Samuel Richard Turner
Jones, Joseph Alvin
*Kaniattu, Abhay Unni
*Kennard, Sierra Denise
*Khan, Zaria Karim
***Kim, John Matthew
Kozar, Audrey Elizabeth
***krug, Gillian Alexandra
Kurtze, Dylan Christopher
Lawyer, Calvin Devar II
Luo, Junyu
*Mashaks, Stosh Matthew
**McCammon, Abigail Kent
*McClenann, William Elliot IV
*McGavin, Blaire Kathryn
*McLaughlin, Keara Lorraine
**Mitchell, Sophia Ann
Monroy-Cruz, Aaron
Moody, Autumn Louise
Moore, Seth Edward
Morote-Mendoza, Piero Angelo
Morse, Edward Alexander
*Nazari, Parsa Kangarloo
*Nelson, Christopher Laurence
Nguyen, Hanna
**Nowlin, John Clayton
*Oakes, Margaret Suzanne
O’Brien, Elizabeth Erin
***Olsen, Logan Chance
*O’Neil, Dawson Lee
Ormsby, Savannah Rose
*Parbs, Dawson Lee
*Paz, Alison Giselle
Perillo, Jacob Alexander
Racek, Dawson John
**Rice, Olivia Rose
**Roach, Edward Kane
***Rodgers, Andrew Brent
Rodriguez, Yonatan Jr.
Rodriguez-Morgana, Erin
Rupakheti, Utsav
Ryan, Sophia Anna
Sandoval, Alice Elizabeth
***Schenk, Duncan Matthew
**Schmitt, Christopher L.
Schneider, Todd Alan
Schultz, Zachary Richard
**Semmes, Lindsay Sophia
***Sersy, Zeina Amr
***Shelton, Julia Marie
Sherrill, Nicholas Andrew
Singer, Sean Carl
**Skipper, Matthew Edward
Small-Hawks, Jeremy James
***Smith, Justin Tyler
*Spitz, Derek Anthony
**Stautzenbach, Zachary Edward
Stone, Evan Gregory
Sykes, Robert Wesley
Tatum, James George
Terry, Samantha Isabella
***Tousignant, Nicolle Renee
**Turner, Kaylor Rebecca

*Students marked confidential are not included in program
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Management Consulting and Analysis

*Cooper, Justin Arnold
**Crytzer, Luke Robert
Diagana, Fatimata Simina
***Dutil, Sofiya Mariya
Eckart, Caleb Page
***Gimbert, Robin Marie
*Gokul Raj, Anirudh Vigneshwar
Hajra, Nikhil Charles
*Hardy, Annalise Kate
***Haselby, Jack Graham
**Hawley, Brianna Faith
*Henry, Alexander Garrett
Hicks, Marthell III
Hoffman, Zoe Maria
**Hurlebus, Calum Richard
*Jeleniewicz, Matheus Alexander
Rauppius, Lawrence James
Tootle, Austin Condrey
*Williams, Haleyh Quinn

Marketing Management

Accardo, Anna Patricia
***Babiec, Emma Elizabeth
*Baibish, Christine Elizabeth
Balistreri, Barton David
**Barnes, Lindsay Anastasia
**Barrett, Jared Michael
Beadle, Corinne Anne
Beals, Christian Lee
Beckett, Chase Lea

*Students marked confidential are not included in program
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Gilmartin, Ryan Patrick
Glele, Ulrich Carlos
Grainger, Madeline Ann
Grover, Brynn Alexis
Guarino, Jason Christopher
Gutierrez, Christian Antonio
*Hall, Lauren Elizabeth
**Hamilton, Eva Marie
***Han, Sara
Harding, Rachel Lauren Mae
Hartman, Jacob Daniel
Hawkins, Sarah Langston
*Haycocks, Cullen Christopher
Helms, Ethan Davis
Helms, Katie Ann
Henderson, Taylor Reid
*Herceg, Brandon Scott
Hessom, Morgan Faye
Hewitt, Maiko Angela
Hogge, Riley Nicole
**Holt, Sophia-Collette Victoria
***Hoye, Olivia Lee
*Hubbard, Isabella Grace
Hutcheson, John McEver
***Iturri, Karla Michelle
**James, Sophia Barbara
Joachim, Sarah Elizabeth Margaret
Joyner, John Alexander
***Kasoff, Madeline Alyssa
Kauffman, Matthew Ryan
Keaney, Mitchell Francis
**Kelley, Patricia Ellen
**Kemly, Julia Christina
*Kenig, Gabrielle Alexa
Kerr, Madeline Jane
**Kirkendale, Carly Ann
Kowenhover, Isabelle Marie
***Kramer, Haley Rose
***Krug, Gillian Alexandra
†Lalwaney, Aayush Rajesh
Larson, Abigail Eileen
**Lawrence, Grayson Annaleigh
Lawrence, Daniel Bryan
**Lawson, Claire Amelia
**Liskey, Kaitlyn Virginia
Livreri, Matthew Anthony
*Logan, Sarah Jane
*Luczak, Ryan Doyle
Luu, Thu Anh Phan
Lynch, Bryson Thomas
Lyons, Charles Maxson
Lypka, Roxanne Dorothy
*Ma, Lauren Cynthia
*Magazzolo, Ariana Rose
***Maller, Caroline Grace
*Manalo, Kyle Matthew Mercado
*Margraf, Nicholas Garvey
Massie, Sagasta English
*Matacunas, Lauren Elizabeth
McArde, Marshall Paul
*Mccluskey, Connor Alexander
McGlynn, William Michael
*Mckeown, Jenna Grace
McNamee, Nicole Lynne
**Mello, Sarah Abbott
Miguel, Beatrice Soares
*Min, Gena
**Mink, Sara Robyn
***Mitchell, Madison Avery
*Modlin, Erika Rose
Morgan, Allison Marie
**Muldoon, Madeleine Rose
Neill, Brian Paul
*Newlin, Grace Chun Hu
***Nguyen, Riley Thanh
**Nguyen-Tuong, Maya
Niklaus, Corey Aranas
***Norris, Keara Nevaeh
**O’Kane, Mary Richards
O’Leary, Megan Elizabeth
**Olsen, Luke Michael
*O’Neil, Dawson Lee
Orlosky, Morgan Elyse
Pandya, Utkarsh Vivek
Parham, Cameron Rai
*Park, Sharon Yeonji
***Park, Melody Yesong
*Parks, Jillian Rose
Potak, Alexis Ann
**Priftis, Abbey Childs
***Pych, Natalie Ann
Ratlcliffe, Brenden Nelson
Rawls, Isabella Catherine
Reese, Mackenzie Margaret
**Reuss, Lauren Dawn
Rovalino, Kayla Samara
Roy, Caroline Elizabeth
Rubbo, Brandon Philip
Russo, Ashley Eleanor
*Ryan, Patrick William
Ryan, Sophia Anna
**Salazar, Rebecca Pedroso
Schaar, Jason Adam
Schalge, Cameron James
Schlosser, Juliana Marie
*Schneider, Laura Meredith
Schosinski, David Earl
Schwartz, Jacob Alexander
*Scott, Haley Marie
***Seth, Sapna
***Shelton, Julia Marie
***Sherrod, Anna Catherine
*Shields, Katharine Delaney
***Shifflett, Corinne Alexandra
Silvey, Matthew Ryan
**Silvis, Lauren Elizabeth
**Smith, Sarah Elizabeth
Smith, Carlyle Blake
Snow, John Lawrence IV
Snyder, William Gray
Spencer, Sarah S.
**Spiller, Courtney Ann May
*Standen, Megan Mary
Steckler, Olivia Beth
Stevens, Abigail Grace
Stevens, Dawson John
Stevens, Spencer Hellon
**Stewart, Emily Carroll
*Stratton, Mary Theresa
*Sturgill, Jordan Grace
Summers, Emily Grace
*Talamo, Brenna
**Tallungan, Abigail Elizabeth
**Tarczynski, Morgan Elizabeth
***Templin, Valerie Lynn
Terry, Samantha Isabella
*Testoni, Julianna Louise
Thomson, Moira Jean
**Toomy, Mary Gabrielle
*Turman, Gillian Mackenzie
*Tyson, Paige Taylor
Udovich, Margaret Moughan
Van Horn, Camryn LeAnn
Vest, Evan Addison
Vinson, Gavin Alexander
*Vittone, Katherine Sara
**Walsh, Gillian Ballantine
Wallace, Dylan Matthew
**Walsh, Jacob Peter
***Webster, Teagan Katherine
**Weis, Tucker James
Wells, Brianna Nicole
Whitehouse, William Edward
Williams, Davis Maclean
Winsheimer, Kaya Brianne
**Yang, Kristen Kim
***Zhou, Muhua
**Zumbro, Isabella Altman
Zurchmeide, Carly Jane

Real Estate
Anderson, Kristen Leigh
Aponte, Eric Manuel
Argabright, Jacob Darren
Austin, Kyra Janelle
*Ball, Cooper Evan Cianchette
Bane, Cameron William
Barron, Anna Grace
Batzel, Adam Josiah
**Beliveau, Kyle Delorimier
**Benucci, Isabella Sophia

*Boone, Baylor Alexander
Camacho-Bruno, Matias
Cunningham, Matthew Valtin
DeLeon, Lauren Marie
**Downey, Jeffrey John
Duncan, Tanner Fields
*Eck, Jessica Morgan
**Eckert, William Watts
Engemann, Kyle Robert
*Fentress, Casey Bryanne
*Fisher, Satya Noa Hoomalu
Forsythe, Hunter Wilson
*Fox, Dylan Nicklaus
*Gabbert, Emily Brooke
Gauthier, Nathan Selby
Goldberg, Bradlee Sanford
Gonzalez, Emma Luisa
*Gordon, Haley Gabrielle Lan
Greezicki, Ryan Andrew
Hanauer, Grant William
**Henning, Aidan Dale
**Henry, Layton D. III
*Holtzman, Miley Elizabeth
**Hoover, Weston Chance
Ishak, Ryan Vincent
Johri, Arya
Koep, Justin Michael
**Lawyer, Lauren Nicole
Leonardo, John William
**Lux, Grace Olivia
Maguire, Madison Elizabeth
Malinowski, Max Alexander
*Martin, Natalie Leeann
McDowell, Kyle John
McGinley, Ethan Wade
McNamara, Peter Joseph
**Olvera Mendoza, Adriana Jazmin
Pittman, Brenden Xavier
Pizzano, Vincent Serafin
Quinn, Thomas Rodney III
Records, Chandler Bryan
*Reinhardt, Gary Alexander
Ross, William Fenton IV
**Schaich, Dana Nicole
Shelton, Thomas Bradbury
**Sheng, Diego Tao Chuan
Sobocinski, Jackson G.
Somerville, Jared Brewer
Stark, Shane Kellan
Stevenson, Hendrya Storm
Torbeck, Steven John Jr.
Valentin, Elizabeth Maria
Whitt, Dillon Martin

*Students marked confidential are not included in program
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Keep In Touch!

Hokies, stay connected to Virginia Tech and Pamplin. There are many ways to stay engaged with Pamplin, including attending events, participating on boards, speaking to students, recruiting, and hosting company visits.

Stay current and update your contact information and mailing address in Hokie Spa or at alumni.vt.edu/service so you don’t miss Pamplin events and updates. Another great engagement resource is pamplin.vt.edu/alumni-and-friends.

For more information: Crystal Jefferson, Director of Engagement, crcrocke@vt.edu

Virginia Tech does not discriminate against employees, students, or applicants on the basis of age, color, disability, gender, gender identity, gender expression, national origin, political affiliation, race, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, veteran status, or any other basis protected by law. For inquiries regarding nondiscrimination policies, contact the executive director for Equity and Access at 540-231-8771 or Virginia Tech, North End Center, Suite 2300 (0318), 300 Turner St. NW, Blacksburg, VA 24061.